Carbon Sense
Thanks for all the messages of support and Christmas Greetings. We may not answer them all but we do read
them all, answer some of them and appreciate most of them.
The deep freeze in the Northern Hemisphere has many people saying "If this is global warming, we have had
enough". It is true that one blizzard or one heat wave does not prove climate change. But this one illustrates
that the people claiming to forecast the climate in 100 years time cannot get it right even for next month, and
they use the same massive computers to do it. But small private forecasters like Piers Corbyn, who do not
feed speculative warming effects from carbon dioxide into their forecast models, are calling the shots better.
The public do not understand the scientific arguments about the global heat balance and the radiative
properties of carbon dioxide. But they can see the snow, they know what heat is and they do remember the
official seasonal forecasts. So scepticism is suddenly becoming fashionable. Sceptical scientists and
commentators are being noticed at last.
Please help knock down the tottering house of cards that has been erected on the simple but erroneous
proposition that earth faces runaway global warming because of man's industry. The short statement below
covers a few of the main myths.
We will continue the battle next year. The main activity will be the Carbon Tax Battle. Gillard and the Greens
have a committee of warmist patsies coming up with their wish list of ways to boost our electricity costs, ration
our travel, stagnate our industries and control our consumption of everything.
We appreciate all the help we have got over the year. Next year let us all try to at least double the number of
people we prompt to take an interest in the battle of our times. Don't stop for casualties, seek out fertile fields
and help arm those who need ammunition and encouragement. Help us to spread Carbon Sense.
Best wishes from
Viv Forbes
And the small group who help keep Carbon Sense alive in this mad, mad world.

Time to Topple the Pyramid of Frauds
20th December 2010
If images are lost or format mangled in transmission, you can link to a print friendly PDF of this newsletter here:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/pyramid-of-frauds.pdf

One of the fastest growing industries in the world is based on a pyramid of frauds and its
inevitable collapse will be worse than the sub-prime crash.
The Global Warming Industry is now fed by billions of dollars from western taxpayers and
consumers. It is based on the unproven and now discredited claim that man's production of
carbon dioxide causes dangerous global warming.
The basic fraud is this:
There is no evidence that carbon dioxide controls world temperature – just a theory and the
manipulated results from a handful of giant computer models that very few people have
checked or understand.
But there is clear evidence from historical records of atmospheric carbon dioxide and
temperature that carbon dioxide does not control temperature. Rather the reverse – as
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solar or volcanic heat warms the oceans, the waters expel carbon dioxide. Global warming
causes an increase in atmospheric carbon dioxide, not the reverse.
Moreover, every day provides more evidence that current temperatures are not unusually
high. Over the past 2000 years there have been two previous eras of warming ("the golden
ages") separated by two mini ice ages ("the dark ages"). Both the Roman Warming and the
Medieval Warming were warmer than today and there was no human industry causing that
warming.
The next fraud, invoked as the first fraud started to falter, is the claim that carbon dioxide is
a pollutant in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is the food for all plants and thus the food
source for all life on earth. It is not poisonous at any level likely to be experienced in the
atmosphere and there is clear evidence that more carbon dioxide makes plants grow faster
and bigger, and makes them more tolerant of drought, heat and salinity. Current levels are
below those optimal for life.
A related scientific fraud is the claim that grazing animals increase atmospheric carbon. Any
competent biologist can debunk this fraud by explaining the carbon food cycle.
Built on these frauds are the fraud-riddled carbon credit and carbon trading empires. The
revelations of massive fraud in European carbon credits and the collapse of carbon trading
on the Chicago Climate Exchange are harbingers of crises yet to surface. Carbon credits
have no intrinsic value – they are dependent on political support, and this will always
evaporate in time.
The next level of fraud is the alternate energy industry. Despite decades of subsidies and
tax breaks the wind/solar power industry cannot survive unless the handouts continue, and
their coal competitors are taxed heavily. To call these activities "industries" is a fraud – they
are corporate mendicants.
Finally, those who waste millions on projects designed to prove the feasibility of burying
carbon dioxide are committing a fraud on taxpayers and shareholders. There are no
benefits of burying atmospheric plant food from any source. With zero benefits and huge
costs CCS can never be "economic" and it is fraudulent to pretend it can ever be otherwise.
The global warming industry is a huge pyramid of financial and political fraud resting on a
quasi-scientific foundation of quicksand.
*****
PS If you would like to dig a little deeper on these matters, here are a few starting
leads:
A Two Thousand year Temperature History:
http://www.nipccreport.org/articles/2010/dec/15dec2010a4.html

The Lynching of carbon dioxide – the innocent source of all life:
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2008/05/hertzberg.pdf

Carbon Dioxide feeds the World:
http://carbon-sense.com/2010/12/03/carbon-dioxide-feeds-the-world/
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Carbon Trading Fraud:
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/31193

Fraud in the Carbon Markets:
http://opinion.financialpost.com/2010/12/05/lawrence-solomon-the-7-billion-carbon-scam/

Manufacturing Carbon Credits in China:
http://blogs.news.com.au/heraldsun/andrewbolt/index.php/heraldsun/comments/the_great_global_warming_scam_just_got_wor
se/

Questions on the REDD Scheme (Deforestation) in PNG:
http://asopa.typepad.com/asopa_people/2010/10/is-png-too-risky-for-the-carbonmarket.html?cid=6a00d83454f2ec69e20133f50c202d970b

PNG tries for $625M for non-existent carbon trading:
http://asopa.typepad.com/asopa_people/2009/06/talk-to-the-trees-pngs-big-dollar-carbon-trades.html

The Carbon Cargo Cult Club:
http://www.onlineopinion.com.au/view.asp?article=11150

Mafia Discover Wind Farm credits in Sicily:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/earth/energy/renewableenergy/7981737/Mafia-cash-in-on-lucrative-EU-wind-farmhandouts-especially-in-Sicily.html
http://toodumbtolivearchive.blogspot.com/2009/05/green-mafia.html

Fraud in the Spanish Solar Business:
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-04-12/spanish-solar-panel-trade-group-calls-for-fraudinvestigation.html

Rogue Trader recycles Carbon Credits:
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/environment/article7069741.ece

Fraud in the EU Carbon Trade:
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/02/08/business/energy-environment/08green.html?_r=1

More Carbon Fraud in Australia, Belgium and Norway:
http://www.environmentalleader.com/2010/01/07/australia-belgium-find-more-cases-of-carbon-fraud/

ETS Schemes riven with fraud:
http://briefingroom.typepad.com/the_briefing_room/2009/12/ets-schemes-riven-with-fraud-breaking-news.html

Germany investigates carbon fraud:
http://www.businessgreen.com/bg/news/1800801/german-carbon-fraud-investigation-moves-uk

Carbon fraudsters arrested in UK:
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/finance/newsbysector/energy/7659747/Tax-officers-arrest-22-in-UK-carbon-fraud-probe.html

Prices crash for Emission Permits in Trading Scheme:
http://www.businessweek.com/news/2010-06-11/u-s-northeast-carbon-permits-draw-record-low-price-update4.html

Carbon Capture & Burial – How to Blow $150M:
http://www.heraldsun.com.au/news/national/queenslands-coal-project-turns-to-dust/story-e6frf7l6-1225973323935

CCS – The Carbon Cemeteries are already full:
http://carbon-sense.com/2010/05/10/carbon-capture-2/
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Put Piddle Power in the Parks?
"If wind farms are so clean and green, why don't they put them all in
National Parks instead of devaluing private property?
"They don't generate reliable electricity anyway, but their noise may
drive feral dogs and wild pigs out of their safe havens in the parks."
Viv Forbes 2010

Feedback from a Reader
-----Original Message----From: Andrew Rettman
Sent: Tuesday, 21 December 2010 6:53 PM
To: Viv Forbes
Subject: Re: The Pyramid of Frauds
do you get paid by fossil fuel or tobacco companies to say this?
On 20 December 2010 19:30, Viv Forbes <vforbes@bigpond.com> wrote:
Letter to the Editor
EU Observer
------Reply---------No unfortunately, Andrew.
Here in Australia the big coal companies are supporting the alarmists and funding
carbon capture and storage. Are you a stooge for them?
I have no idea what tobacco companies say or think on the man-made global warming
scam.
Have a nice Christmas
Viv

“Carbon Sense” is a newsletter produced by the Carbon Sense Coalition, an
Australian based organisation which opposes waste of resources, opposes pollution,
and promotes the rational and sustainable use of carbon energy and carbon food.
Please spread “Carbon Sense” around.
For more information visit our web site at www.carbon-sense.com
Literary, financial or other contributions to help our cause are welcomed.
Viv Forbes MS 23, Rosewood Qld 4340 Australia. info@carbon-sense.com
07 5464 0533
To Unsubscribe send a reply with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.
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